
Methodology
• We excavated a 146-cm long core from the north end of 
Lile Long Pond in August 2021
• We subsampled the column at 1-cm 
intervals to analyze each cenmeter for
heavy metals, charcoal and loss ignion
 (%Organic Content).
•• We selected 4 macrofossils to perform 14C dang on them, this helped us construct a 
linear-interpolated Age-Depth Model. With data from the Age-Depth Model, we 
determined sediment accumulaon rates throughout the core.

Fig. 3: Stragraphy and descripon of the core; accumulaon rate and %Organic Content of the core. All 
mateched with depth and hence age.

Fig. 2: Locaon of Lile Long Pond within the Jordan Stream watershed 
on the southeast side of MDI

• Lile Long Pond (LLP) is a 0.15 km2 (~37-acre) pond located at the end of a small, 
post-glacial watershed on Mount Desert Island, Maine, USA.
• With growing concerns about the pond rapidly filling up with sediments, in addion 
to interest in local paleoecology, we collect a lake sediment core to study the factors 
that caused those changes.

Discussion
• The formaon of the seawall ~3000 years ago at the south end 
of the pond likely impacted the sediment circulaon in the pond.
• Environmental factors such as fires, floods and beaver dam 
ruptures cause erosion, and likely impacted sediment 
accumulaon in the pond (Schauffler et al., 2006; Schmi, 2015; 
Cunningham et al., 2006; Butler & Malanson, 2005).
• Human acvies d• Human acvies dang back ~1500 likely caused changes in 
oragnic content of the pond. 

Fig. 4: Heavy metal analysis, percentage of 
organic content, and charcoal counng, 
throughout the core corresponding to age.

Conclusion

Fig. 1: Core extracon with a Livingston Piston 2” 
barrel

• Sediment accumulaon rate changes are due to combinaon of 
both geological  and human factors.
• Further research on human acvies around the pond will be 
carried out to understand the extent of human impact on the pond.
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• The core shows a record of the last ~4300 years of the pond's life. 
• Sediment accumulaon rate is high between 2000-3000 Years Before Present.
• Sediment accumulaon rate drops at ~1500 Years BP
• % of Organic Conetnt drops at ~1500 BP 
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